The Sports Bonus

This bonus contains 22 pictures of some of the most famous moments in sports history over the past half-century. Even if you’ve never heard of the infield fly rule or you don’t know an eligible receiver from special teams, you’ll recognize some of the athletes depicted below. And even if you regularly beat the Schwab, you’ll have difficulty with a few of the questions below.

There are three questions for each picture. The first will ask you to identify the Event. For this, we want the year, and the name of the tournament/playoff series as well as the round (if it’s an exhibition match or taking place during the regular season, note that instead). Alternately, if the picture is depicting something with a well-known nickname, you can put that down instead of all the other details (hint: two of the pictures below have the same nickname). The second question will usually ask you to name the athletes depicted, and the third will be some other piece of trivia about those players or the event itself.

Good luck. And may the Sports be with you.

(And sorry, we don’t have the picture of the guy running through the outfield wall. That was pretty funny, though.)
1. Event:

2. Names of players:

3. Other distinction these two players have in this game:

4. Event:

5. Name of player waving his arms:

6. Player with the series-winning hit in the next game:
7. Event:

8. Name of player shooting:

9. What this player revealed shortly after the end of this season:

10. Event:

11. Name of receiver:
12. Opponent the winning team beat in the Super Bowl:

13. Event:

14. Player about to score:

15. Goalie pulled from the game earlier:

16. Event:

17. Name of strategy used by the winner of this match:
18. Boxer who eventually takes the title from winner of this match:

19. Event:

20. Name of player making tackle:

21. MVP of this game:

22. Event:

23. Name of player jumping:
24. Name of pitcher whom he hit just hit a home run off:

25. Event:

26. Driver of car #3:

27. Winner of this race:
28. Event:

29. Name of player:

30. Name of WUSA team this player played for:

31. Event:

32. Name of Player:

33. Player who has come closest to matching the record set here:

34. Event:
35. Player who just scored:

36. Player notably absent from team Canada, due to knee injuries:

37. Event:

38. Name of player shooting:

39. Any three teams that this player played for in the NBA:

40. Event:
41. Name of Athlete:

42. Athlete who eventually broke the record being set:

43. Event:

44. Name of athlete:

45. Opponent this athlete beat in sudden-death to win:

46. Event:

47. Name of player with the ball:

48. Quarterback for the other team:
49. Event:

50. Names of players:

51. After this season, first NBA Finals year that involved neither of above players:

52. Event:

53. Name of athlete:
54. Next gymnast from the same country to win gold (later stripped):

55. Game:

56. Name of player:

57. Last time this team won the Stanley Cup:

58. Event:

59. Name of #24:

60. Player at-bat:
61. Event:

62. Name of athlete:

63. Athlete leading until the final two stages:

64. Event:

65. Name of player in blue:

66. What happened four minutes after this: